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Abstract 
Zombie film is a minor, yet growing, sub-genre within Japan’s contemporary horror genre. 
This article seeks to situate this sub-genre within the context of cult cinema and examine 
the aesthetic qualities prominent within key Japanese zombie films. Using Mathijs and 
Mendik’s anatomical categories in conjunction with an exploration of the international 
marketing and reception of the sub-genre, this article discusses Helldriver (Nishimura, 2011), 
Zombie Ass: Toilet of the Dead (Iguchi, 2011) and Rape Zombie: Lust of the Dead 








Japanese horror cinema 
 
The zombie, as a monster and as a sub-genre, is a contemporary addition to Japanese cinema. 
While iconic zombie films such as Dawn of the Dead (Romero, 1978) made an impression on 
Japanese markets, it was not until the release of the 1996 videogame Biohazard, renamed 
Resident Evil, that zombies gained a solid foothold in Japanese markets. Earning upwards of 
US$24 million in sales internationally (Balmain 2008: 113), Biohazard used George A. 
Romero’s Night of the Living Dead (1968) and Lucio Fulci’s Zombie (1979) as the inspiration 
and blueprint for the survival horror game set in a fictional American town.  
Perhaps owing to the intertextual origin of Biohazard/Resident Evil, many Japanese zombie 
films hark back to the zombie films of the 1970s and 1980s. Films such as Battlefield 
Baseball (Yamaguchi, 2003), Helldriver (Nishimura, 2011) and Metaruka/Dead Banging 
(Uchida, 2013) evoke the pale blue pallor of Romero’s zombies in Dawn of the Dead, while 
western film-makers and actors, from George A. Romero to Drew Barrymore to Bruce 
Campbell, are referenced throughout the Japanese zombie film Stacy: Attack of the Schoolgirl 
Zombies (Tomomatsu, 2001). However, while aesthetic and narrative intertextuality between 
Japanese and western zombie films is a key aspect of the sub-genre, the Japanese zombie film 
delivers more than simple pastiches and parodies on western zombie films.  
The zombie genre, as it occurs in the West, is a broad genre that poses difficulty in definition. 
The zombies can be fast or slow, alive or dead, plagued by infection or raised from the dead 
by a nefarious villain. Films like World War Z (Forster, 2013) expand the zombie threat into a 
global survival narrative, whereas films like Zombie Strippers (Lee, 2008) contain the events 
to a single town in Nebraska. Due to the expansive nature of the zombie genre, attempts to 
define the zombie often fall short. Twohy’s (2008: 4) definition of zombies as a ‘slow, 
reanimated, flesh-hungry corpse usually occurring within a mob of other slow, reanimated, 
flesh-hungry corpses’ summarizes the depiction of zombies first made popular in the 1970s 
and 1980s. However, it fails to acknowledge the earlier non-cannibalistic zombies of the 
1930s and 1940s or the contemporary infected zombies with the ability for great speed and 
strength. However, the Japanese zombie film proves to be even more nebulous when it comes 
to definition. Some, such as Junk/Junk: Shiryo-gari (Muroga, 2000), follow the western 
model for the zombie survival narrative. However, just as often Japanese zombie films are 
populated with zombies with parasitic hosts protruding from their rectums, or whose desire 
for human flesh results not in cannibalism but rape. The titular zombie in Miss Zombie (Sabu, 
2013) appears visually to conform to popular depictions of a zombie, yet in the closing scenes 
of the film reveals vampire teeth. The majority of zombies in the film Helldriver sport a Y-
shaped growth on their head, while others in the film are mutated monsters with a dozen 
additional appendages.  
Defining cult cinema 
As with defining the zombie, arriving at a singular definition of cult cinema is a difficult task, 
as the designation of what is and what is not ‘cult’ varies greatly within both scholarship and 
among regular audiences. In academic film studies, the broadness of definition can be 
attributed to the various research methods used to explore cult cinema. Mathijs and Sexton 
(2011: 6), for instance, separate studies in cult cinema into sociological, reception, textual 
and aesthetic explorations. Therefore, a reception study that explores the subculture of cult 
cinema screening and audience interactions with cult cinema approaches the subject very 
differently from someone who is focusing on textual qualities within a cult film. 
Broadly speaking, cult cinema is often equated with bad cinema (Everman 1993: 1) and this 
comparison is justifiably arrived at due to cult movies’ association with low budgets, stories 
that are either bizarre or poorly written, directed and acted, and production values that are 
‘near zero’ (Everman 1993: 1). While a certain logic would suggest that such movies would 
remain unwatched, quite often the opposite is true. As director Frank Henenlotter  argues:  
 Often, through bad direction, misdirection, inept direction, a film starts assuming 
surrealistic overtones, taking a dreadfully clichéd story into new frontiers – you’re 
sitting there shaking your head, totally excited, totally unable to guess where this is 
going to head next, or what the next loony line out of somebody’s mouth is going to 
be. Just as long as it isn’t stuff you regularly see. (Juno 1986: 11) 
 
Tied closely to the idea of bad films as cult cinema is the relationship between audience and 
film. Audiences who engage with these ‘bad’ films are simultaneously rewarded and 
punished for their attendance. Where more traditional audiences would respond negatively to 
the poor craft evident in the films, audiences of these cult films ‘surrender(s) the typical 
cinematic pleasures in favour of a kind of ecstatic, knowing unpleasure’ (Morrison quoted in 
Everman 1993: 1–2). On the other hand, some people view cult cinema as a political or 
counter-cultural statement on cinema culture. Often discussed in relation to cult cinema, 
paracinema is ‘less a distinct group of films than a particular reading protocol, a counter-
aesthetic turned subcultural sensibility devoted to all manner of cultural detritus’ (Sconce 
2009: 104). Paracinema is primarily motivated by valorizing ‘all forms of cinematic “trash”’ 
(Sconce 2009: 104) in place of traditional cinema. Where traditional cinematic output is 
constrained by corporate strata and a chain in command, cult films allow greater freedom of 
expression:  
 
Often [low-budget] films are eccentric – even extreme – presentations by individuals 
freely expressing their imaginations, who throughout the filmmaking process 
improvise creative solutions to problems posed by either circumstance or budget – 
mostly the latter. Secondly, they often present unpopular – even radical – views 
addressing social, political, racial or sexual inequalities, hypocrisy in religion or 
government; or in other ways they assault taboos related to the presentation of 
sexuality, violence and other mores. (Vale and Juno 1986: 5) 
 
Exploitation films are often conflated with cult cinema, whereas this type of cinema is more 
accurately a subset of a broader cult definition. As defined by Schaefer (quoted in Mathijs 
and Sexton 2011: 146) early exploitation films were smaller and far cheaper than their B-
grade counterparts and were marked by the necessity of those involved to multitask 
stimulated by these constraints. These films were marked not for their continued engagement 
with taboo subjects such as sex, drugs or abuse but for their advertisements that sought to 
exploit the inclusion of these controversial subjects, hence the title of ‘exploitation’ cinema. 
As will be discussed in the next section, several Japanese zombie films adhere to this 
definition of exploitation cinema, as their marketing highlights the extreme and obscene 
elements within these films. However, this is true for the advertising of many Japanese films, 
primarily those within the horror and thriller genres, internationally. As such, this article will 
refer to the Japanese zombie film under the broader category of cult cinema.  
The central conceit of what makes a film cult depends on the context of the study; for 
instance, investigation into cult cinema within the field of reception studies will focus 
primarily on viewing protocols, audience communities and screening trends. In an effort to 
catalogue cult cinema, Mathijs and Mendik (2008: 7) devised the categories anatomy, 
consumption, political economy and cultural status. These four broad areas can be further 
broken down to explore elements that typically relegate films to a cult categorization. This 
article seeks to explore the Japanese zombie film from an aesthetic angle, exploring the 
anatomical aspects of several key zombie films. In particular, issues of transgression and gore 
will be focused upon. This aesthetic approach allows for an emphasis on ‘issues of 
“exoticism,” “rarity,” “genre,” “transgression,” and “quality”’ (Mathijs and Sexton 2011: 7), 
all of which are foundational in developing an understanding of the Japanese zombie film. 
Marketing a cult genre 
The vast majority of Japanese zombie films are released into Japan’s straight-to-DVD 
market; however, a select few have expanded further and been shown on the cult and genre 
film festival circuits and have received international distribution. While most Japanese 
zombie films fall solidly within the boundaries of both cult and exploitation cinema, the films 
that achieve wider release are those that exploit their films’ taboo subject matters in their 
promotional content and the cult success of their directors, writers and stars. The best known 
contemporary Japanese zombie films, such as Helldriver, Zombie Ass (Iguchi, 2011), Miss 
Zombie, Zombie TV (Nishimura, 2013) and the Rape Zombie: Lust of the Dead series 
(Tomomatsu 2012, 2013, 2014), show a great deal of overlap in the cast and crew. Naoyuki 
Tomomatsu, Yoshihiro Nishimura, Noboru Iguchi and Yudai Yamaguchi frequently appear 
under different roles in each other’s films. For instance, in addition to writing and directing 
his own zombie films Helldriver and Zombie TV, Nishimura has worked in the make-up 
department on the films Haisai Zonbi/Hello Zombie (Takayama, 2014), Zombie Ass and 
Deadball, and in the special effects department for Deadball and Nuigulumar Z (Iguchi, 
2013).   
This core group of films and film-makers attend niche film festivals such as Sitges film 
festival, Monster Fest, Fantastic Fest and Fantasia and are bolstered by the strong following 
that Japanese horror, especially Japanese exploitation and cult horror, enjoys. Tied to this 
following is the perceived ‘strangeness’ of Japanese horror cinema in comparison to 
mainstream western horror. The strangeness of a cult film can mean several different things, 
from introducing audiences to ‘rarely viewed locations’ to topics or films that ‘may have 
been deemed acceptable and even mundane during its making, it can become eyebrow-raising 
material in another day and age’ (Mathijs and Mendik 2008: 9). However, a common 
interpretation of strangeness are films from international cinemas. Mathijs and Mendik (2008: 
8) state that ‘some films may seem “normal” to their home countries, but become objects of 
curiosity once they leave that context’. Japanese horror has long been associated with ‘exotic 
and dangerous cinematic thrills’ (Shin 2008: 2) by international audiences, endearing the 
more extreme cinematic output from the genre to cult audiences. In their promotional 
material, Tartan Asia Extreme’s DVD label specifically trades in this strangeness of cult 
Japanese horror, promising their audiences ‘visceral and hyper violent’ films ‘as well as the 
shocking and unexpected aspect of the films’ (Shin 2008: 3).  
The way the films are marketed, highlighting the abundance of gore, perversity and extreme 
violence and situating the films as the mainstream cinematic output of Japan, serves to orient 
the strangeness of Japan and its cinema in comparison with the West. Rape Zombie: Lust of 
the Dead features the group of female protagonists posed provocatively on the posters and 
DVD cover. These women are dressed in tattered outfits that play into stereotypical 
depictions of Japanese women – the school girl, the geisha and the Lolita. These covers 
emphasize the prominence of the women’s sexuality within these films. The title then 
cements the transgressive and ‘poor taste’ qualities of the film. For many fans of the genre, 
the differences between western and Japanese horror are a key part of their enjoyment. While 
this type of cover is not unheard of in the United States, Zombie Strippers features a similarly 
provocatively titled and posed cover. The current popularity of Japan as a home for the wild 
and the weird further exemplifies the exoticism and strangeness of films like Rape Zombie: 
Lust of the Dead. Remarking on the cinematic difference between films from Japan and the 
United States, Galloway (2006: 12) states that he believes films made in Asia have a ‘greater 
imaginative freedom’ that allows film-makers from Japan and other Asian countries to depict 
horrors notably absent in American film: ‘While Hollywood only talks about eating 
someone’s liver with some fava beans, the Asian version will actually serve it up’ (Galloway 
2006: 11, original emphasis). However, as Shin (2008: 7) states, ‘the success of Tartan Asia 
Extreme reveals more about the western perceptions and obsessions about the East Asian 
countries rather than what people or societies are like there’. 
For the most part, the Japanese zombie film is expected to deliver high octane action, large 
quantities of blood and gore, attractive women and creativity. In the western reviews of 
Japanese zombie films several adjectives are likely to crop up, such as ‘insane’, ‘over the 
top’, ‘extreme’ and ‘silly’. A common theme running through the reviews is an acceptance of 
poor acting or storytelling as long as the film maintains a high level of gore and absurdity. 
The website Diverse Japan discussed the complexity of reviewing Helldriver: 
 
The storyline is all over the place and the effects are not that impressive, surprisingly. 
It’s a little too long and the acting leaves a lot to be desired. But to judge it on its lack 
of merits is to miss the point of what it’s really trying to be, an outrageous, 
unshameful [sic] zombie romp. (Diverse Japan 2012)  
 
Similar sentiments were expressed in reviews by Niels Matthijs (2011), stating ‘Nishimura’s 
films don’t aim for perfection … in order to put in as much insane ideas and craziness as 
possible, other areas in the development have to suffer’. In a review of Zombie TV, Twitch’s 
J. Hurtado (2014) follows up a brief paragraph on the film’s weaknesses by stating that ‘if 
you know this crew, you pretty much know what you’re in for’. Todd Brown’s (2011) review 
of Zombie Ass: The Toilet of the Dead maintains that the film is ‘very much a film made for 
the hardcore fans’. As with many cult films, audiences are happy to ignore failings in the 
script, make-up or directions if they deliver in the areas seen as essential. Therefore, if the 
film-makers deliver ‘zombie boob grabbing, zombie musical numbers, and lots and lots of 
cheap looking gore, practical effects’ (Hurtado 2014), they are likely to make a name for 
themselves among cult audiences.  
Transgression in Rape Zombie and Zombie Ass 
Cult films are often regarded as marginal; however, as Oliver Dew (2007: 60) explains, it is 
not enough for a film to ‘be marginal in terms of its language or other cultural content’. The 
preference for many cult audiences is to experience something outside of the mainstream, and 
this often leads to a preference for films that ‘break boundaries of morality and challenge 
prohibitions in culture’ (Mathijs and Sexton 2011: 97). Films that challenge and confront 
boundaries and taboos in this manner are often considered by most audiences to be 
‘unwatchable…unpleasurable or inaccessible’ (Jancovich 2002: 309); however, this 
transgressive quality is a cornerstone of cult cinema.  
The first read of the title, Rape Zombie: Lust of the Dead, the first of a pentalogy of Japanese 
zombie films, marks itself as a prime representation of transgression. Rape is a moral 
boundary that very few mainstream film-makers are likely to cross simply for provocation; 
however, it is not one that Rape Zombie: Lust of the Dead director Naoyuki Tomomatsu shies 
away from. Transgressive films, state Mathijs and Mendik (2008: 2), should challenge 
cinematic conventions, which ‘allows for the employment of far-reaching techniques that 
violate traditions’. The Rape Zombie: Lust of the Dead pentalogy is a perfect encapsulation of 
this violation. The first film opens to the brutal assault and rape of a woman by her husband 
when she fails to greet his return home to his satisfaction. As the camera perspective shifts to 
her viewpoint prone on the ground, the audience catches glimpses of a news report on the 
television behind her husband’s head. The news programme is interrupted with a ‘breaking 
news’ bulletin that reports that Japanese citizens are being assaulted on the streets, and the 
news camera shifts from one woman being harassed by three half-naked men in one 
direction, to another woman trying to run away from another three. The news footage cuts 
back to the wife who is still being raped by her husband and appears to be coming in and out 
of consciousness. Though the wife does eventually manage to fight back against her husband 
and attack him with a pair of scissors, the sequence is confronting and difficult to watch in its 
entirety. Further unsettling the viewer, the opening credits that follow this scene combine 
shaky camera footage of women screaming and running away from pants-less men and close-
ups of women’s faces as they are being raped with a heavy metal song playing in the 
background with the lyrics simply repeating the title ‘rape zombie’ interspersed with footage 
of news reports, interviews and press conferences. It is an assault both visually and morally 
and the credits alone would be enough to turn away the vast majority of audiences.  
However, it is not simply the depiction of violent acts of assault and rape that make Rape 
Zombie transgressive. It is the depiction of the zombies within Rape Zombie that further 
emphasizes the totality of the film’s transgressions. At first, the zombies are only 
differentiated from regular unaffected men by the drips of blood at their eyes and noses; 
otherwise, they remain unchanged, visually, from their regular selves. The line between men 
who rape and zombie rapists is blurred repeatedly as the audience is shown through flashback 
the various ways the four female protagonists have been assaulted by men in their lives. For 
some of these women these attacks are related to the zombie outbreak but for others their 
assaults occurred years earlier. The ambiguity of the motivation for these attacks – are the 
men under the control of a zombie infection or are they raping because the shackles of 
society’s morals have been removed? – aligns with the Freudian concept of the uncanny, a 
psychoanalytical concept commonly associated with the western zombie film. These men are 
at once familiar and unfamiliar; however, instead of the audience recognizing themselves in a 
corpse, they are asked to recognize the capacity for violence and transgression we share. 
‘They’re us’ is a familiar refrain in many zombie films and is a thought, though sometimes 
posed as a question, that is reflected on often in this film as the men who are unaffected by 
the virus debate about whether the rapist zombies are inherently bad or simply nature’s 
answer to Japan’s low birth rate.  
The Rape Zombie: Lust of the Dead trilogy is an extreme example of transgressive qualities 
in Japanese zombie movies. From the opening scene to the way the zombies kill their victims 
(their ejaculate carries a deadly toxin that is fatal to women) to a woman cutting herself at 
work, Tomomatsu’s film makes for unpleasant viewing. The unflinching depiction of events 
typically hidden from society coupled with the abundance of sadomasochistic and 
misogynistic visuals and themes connects Rape Zombie with the pinku eiga films of the 
1960s and 1970s. Pinku eiga, or pink films, were a collection of experimental films that wove 
together graphic violence, softcore pornography, and alternative political views. While the 
genre reached its peak in the 1970s, the advent of video culture in Japan has continued the 
tradition of pinku eiga through to today. With a background in pinku eiga, Tomomatsu often 
incorporates elements of that genre within his horror films, Rape Zombie included.  
Zombie Ass: The Toilet of the Dead, in comparison with Rape Zombie, transgresses the 
boundaries of propriety rather than obscenity. Rather than unrelenting images of rape, the 
audience is treated to the absurdity of zombies being controlled by parasites situated in their 
rectum. In defining transgression as a quality of cult cinema, Barry Keith Grant (quoted in 
Mathijs and Sexton 2011: 100) explores transgression in regard to the ‘level of content, in 
terms of attitude, and in a stylistic sense’. The content and attitude of transgression is 
intimately tied with the intention of the film-maker to cause alarm or titillation by depicting 
‘acts or objects that may be considered threatening to social norms’ (Mathijs and Sexton 
2012: 100); the stylistic form of transgression in cult film can take the form of either 
competence or incompetence. Where Rape Zombie clearly transgresses on a content and 
attitude level, Zombie Ass conforms closer to transgression through stylistic excess. Unlike an 
incompetent cult film, which marries poor directing, acting and writing with low-quality sets 
and scenery, Zombie Ass: The Toilet of the Dead shows a competency in all aspects of 
cinematic craft while revelling in displaying a plot that is outlandish, absurd and gross. When 
a character comes into contact with one of the faeces-laden zombies the camera often holds 
on their horrified face for a beat too long. And in a moment of excess and camp, a recently 
infected female character flatulates a cloud of noxious gas in the shape of a demon’s head. 
However, the excess of Zombie Ass: The Toilet of the Dead is not relegated simply to toilet 
humour. Gratuitous shots of the female characters, especially when they are found in 
compromising positions, are featured heavily within the film. A scene of one girl crouched 
above a drop toilet in an outhouse marries the films love for sex and toilet humour as the 
camera shifts from cleavage-focused high shots to shots from within the toilet. Further 
examples of stylistic excess are depicted in the transformation scenes. In a similar manner to 
David Cronenberg’s body horror films, such as The Fly (1986) and Scanners (1981), Zombie 
Ass: The Toilet of the Dead takes the time, through a combination of practical special effects 
and consistent camera work, to show the breaking down of the characters as they bleed, 
pulsate, swell and twist in torment.  
The relatively innocuous stylistic transgressions of Zombie Ass: The Toilet of the Dead are far 
more common in Japanese zombie films than the pinku eiga – stylistics of Rape Zombie: Lust 
of the Dead. Many Japanese zombie films, from Big Tits Zombie (Nakano, 2010) through to 
Tokyo Zombie and Helldriver, feature scenes of either scantily clad or naked women thrust 
into strange or awkward situations as well as the off-colour toilet humour of Zombie Ass: The 
Toilet of the Dead. Big Tits Zombie, among countless scenes of women wrestling naked or 
having sushi eaten off their naked bodies, features a scene where a recently bitten dancer 
transforms into a grey-faced zombie and reminiscent of the infamous ‘spider walk’ in The 
Exorcist (Friedkin, 1973) bends over backwards and moves towards the two living women. 
Unlike The Exorcist, however, the zombie then spreads her legs and shoots fire from her 
vagina until she is shot in the head. Scenes such as these, whether aligning closer to Zombie 
Ass or Rape Zombie, confront or confound audiences as they cross the boundaries of 
propriety, obscenity and cultural norms.  
 
Gore in Helldriver and Big Tits Zombie  
 A common element of cult horror films is an immense quantity of blood and gore. Whether 
this is in the form of ‘violence, decay, mutilation or cannibalism’ (Mathijs and Mendik 2008: 
4), many successful cult horror films do not flinch from showing graphic depictions of death 
and torture accompanied by copious amounts of blood and viscera. After George A Romero 
revolutionized the zombie film in the 1960s, it became a sub-genre known for its gore. While 
shot in black and white, the release of Night of the Living Dead (1968) provoked angry 
responses from audiences and film critics for its unmerciful portrayal of death on the silver 
screen. A Variety review stated that ‘until the Supreme Court establishes clear-cut guidelines 
for the pornography of violence, Night of the Living Dead will serve nicely as an outer-limit 
definition by example’ (quoted in Russell 2006: 65).  
Prior to his work on Helldriver and Zombie TV, director and special effects artist Yoshihiro 
Nishimura was known for his work in one of Japan’s most popular horror sub-genres, the 
splattergore film. Hallmarks of this sub-genre, which includes titles such as Tokyo Gore 
Police (Nishimura, 2008), The Machine Girl (Iguchi, 2008) and Meatball Machine 
(Yamaguchi and Yamamoto, 2005), are practical special effects, female protagonists 
wielding large weapons, gore, comedy and often body horror. The Japanese zombie genre 
shares many directors with the genre, such as Nishimura, Iguchi and Yamaguchi, as well as 
many of the outlandish hallmarks of the splattergore film.  
In Helldriver, Rape Zombie: Lust of the Dead, Big Tits Zombie and Stacy: Attack of the 
School Girl Zombies, among many other Japanese zombie films, the blood is watery and in 
high supply. When Lena battles and decapitates her old friend Daria in Big Tits Zombie, she 
is drenched with a geyser of red blood that shoots out from the exposed neck. Several scenes 
later, another character, Ginko, is rewarded with a similarly intense spurt of blood when she 
battles a half dozen zombies with only a samurai sword to defend herself. The blood in both 
scenes sprays directly out of the wound with excessive force, drenching anyone unlucky 
enough to be nearby. Big Tits Zombie, however, is one of the few films in this class of 
zombie gore films that relies primarily on digital post-production instead of practical effects. 
While the blood in these scenes mimics the practical effects in regard to quantity and 
intensity, the digital effects are poorly digitized, and characters who were drenched in one 
scene appear unaffected in the following. 
Helldriver, in comparison, relies primarily on practical special effects. The blood that flows 
in the numerous fight scenes is thin and bright red; however the large quantities of it and 
over-dramatic spray make it clear that the blood is not intended to be realistic, but is instead a 
stylistic choice by Nishimura. In one scene, Rikka, the zombie queen, spins and dances as 
blood falls on her like rain, while in other scenes volcanic eruptions of blood spurt from the 
wounds imparted by zombies and living people alike. The review by Dave Marks (2014) for 
the Zombie Research Society described Helldriver as a film with ‘a tremendous amount of 
style and fountains of blood, guts and brains’, while Ernesto Zelaya Minano’s (2011) review 
for Filmink mentioned the film’s love of blood and gore stating, ‘the sheer amount of arterial 
sprays which literally paint the camera red make a film like Peter Jackson’s Braindead seem 
like a family movie in comparison’.   
Excessive quantities of blood, practical and digital, are accompanied by explicit depictions of 
injuries, mutilations and mutations. Like the western zombie film, the Japanese zombie film 
does not shy away from showing people ripped to pieces when they lose a fight with a 
zombie. In any number of Japanese zombie films, audiences are treated to living people 
having their arms and legs torn off by the hordes of zombies, or graphic images of bullets 
decimating skulls and flesh when the living attempt to flee. In Helldriver, Rikka is depicted 
as a depraved and sadistic woman even before she becomes the host to the alien responsible 
for the zombie outbreak. Her introduction to the film involves her and her partner eating the 
flesh off a man’s legs, as he sits there awake and terrified. A similar scene occurs in Big Tits 
Zombie where several male zombies sit around a table and eat the entrails directly out of a 
woman’s open torso with chopsticks. The camera lingers as the chopsticks pick through the 
stomach looking for the best bit of intestine for the zombie to sample, focusing on the 
practical effects depicting the flesh as it stretches, tears and breaks. This traditional form of 
gore is complemented with forms of mutation and body horror. In Battlefield Baseball a 
character has a dozen baseball bats spliced through his body. In the film’s sequel, Deadball, a 
girl mimics this scene, replacing the bats with pens and pencils pierced through her face and 
hands. However, these wounds do not result in death; rather they are an elevation to a new 
and mutated form of zombie. This mutation of organic and inorganic materials is a defining 
trait of the splattergore film, where characters often replace missing limbs with weapons or 
transform regular body parts to become hybrid creatures. Helldriver, for example, depicts 
zombies with legs fused to their bodies to create a new spider-like zombie, or enables the 
zombies to bond together to create working motorcycles, cars and planes. These mutations 
are rarely partnered with blood. However, they show the body in pieces and reassembled into 
new and frightening forms designed to evoke a similar response from audiences.  
Conclusion 
This article sought to explore the Japanese zombie film as it exists within the category of cult 
cinema. While there is a broader genre of Japanese zombie films, the films that have the 
greatest visibility both within Japan and internationally are helmed by a small group of 
directors, writers and special effects artists who frequently work on one another’s films. 
Furthermore, these films seek to exploit the transgressive, exploitative and obscene elements 
of their films through their promotional material and positioning at film festivals, helping to 
cultivate an audience following building upon the popularity of Japanese horror in both cult 
and horror circles. The films themselves rely on the anatomical cult conventions of 
transgression, camp and gore over cohesive narratives or storytelling. However, as several 
reviews referred to within this article state, the expectation for these films to display strong 
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